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Introduction

The report focuses on recursive matrix algorithms, which are used in
computer algebra: matrix inversion , the calculation of the matrix closure,
a triangular decomposition and others. Recursive block matrix algorithms
have two advantages. For dense matrices , these algorithms have the
complexity of matrix multiplication. Sparse matrix has an additional
advantage: �ll factor matrix has a moderate growth compared to
standard algorithms such as Gauss or LU decomposition.
The report will illustrate the similarities between the algorithm of
calculation of matrix closures and matrix inversion algorithm.



The second part of the report is devoted to presenting a web service
MathPartner.
Math Partner is the �rst CAaaS system (Computer Algebra as a Servise).
It is hosted at mathpar.com. The reports provides examples of solutions
speci�c analytical problems, possibilities of 2D and 3D graphics and more.
The user language of this service is similar to the language TEXand
expanded by control operators and by operators of creating procedures.



Interest of algebraists in the application of this service may be caused by
the possibility to perform calculations not only in the domain Z or Q,
in the �eld approximation R or C, but in a �nite �elds Zp, in 18 di�erent
tropical algebras (semirings and semi�elds), as well as in the rings of
polynomials over them. User can compute the Gr�obner basis of
polynomial ideal. This allows him to perform calculations in the factor
ring.



Environment for mathematical objects

To select the environment you have to set the algebraic structure.

By default, a space of the four real variables is de�ned

R64[x , y , z , t].

This is ring of polynomials with coe�cients in the ring of real numbers.
The variables are arranged in order from left to right: x < y < z < t



User can change the environment:
For example the space

Q[x , y , z ]

may be suitable to solve many problems of school mathematics.

The installation command should be the follow: SPACE = Q [x, y, z];
Moving a mathematical object from the previous environment to the
current environment, as a rule, should be performed explicitly, using the
function

toNewRing()

In some cases, such a transformation to the current environment is
automatic.



All other names which are not listed as a variables can be chosen
arbitrarily by the user for any mathematical object.
For example

a = x + 1, f = \sin(x + y)− a.

The rule:

If the object name begins with a capital letter such object is an element
of a noncommutative algebra.
If the object name begins with a lowercase letter such object is an
element of a commutative algebra.



Numerical sets with standard operations

Z � the set of integers Z,
Zp � a �nite �eld Z/pZ where p is a prime number,
Zp32 � a �nite �eld Z/pZ where p is less 231,
Z64 � the ring of integer numbers z such that −263 6 z < 263,
Q � the set of rational numbers,
R � approximate real numbers with arbitrary mantissa,
R64 � standard �oating-point 64-bit numbers
R128 � �oating-point 64-bit numbers, equipped 64-bit for the order,
C � complexi�cation of R,
C64 � complexi�cation of R64,
C128 � complexi�cation of R128,
CZ � complexi�cation of of Z,
CZp � complexi�cation of Zp,
CZp32 � complexi�cation of Zp32,
CZ64 � complexi�cation of Z64,
CQ � complexi�cation of Q.



Examples of simple commutative polynomial rings:
SPACE = Z [x, y, z];
SPACE = R64 [u, v];
SPACE = C [x].



Constants

ACCURACY � an amount of exact decimal positions in the fractional
part of a real numbers of type R in the result of multiplication or division
operation.
FLOATPOS �an amount of decimal positions of the real number of type
R or R64, which you can see in the printed form.
ZERO_R � a machine zero for R and C numbers.
ZERO_R64 � a machine zero for R64, R128, C64 and C128 numbers.
MOD32 � the module for a �nite �eld of the type Zp32, its value is not
greater than 231.
MOD � the module for a �nite �eld of the type Zp.
To set the machine zero 1/109 (i.e. 1E − 9), you can use the commands
ZERO_R = 9 or ZERO_R64 = 9.



Example.

SPACE=Zp32[x, y];
MOD32=7;
f=37x+42y+55;
g=2*f;
\print(f , g );
The results:

f = 2x-1;
g = 4x+5.



Idempotent algebra and tropical mathematics

User can uses the idempotent algebras. In this case the signs of
"addition"and "multiplication"for the in�x operations can be used for
operations in tropical algebra: min, max, addition, multiplication.
Each numerical sets R, R64, Z has two additional elements ∞ and −∞,
and they have di�erent elements, which is play the role of zero and unit.
We denote these sets R̂, R̂64, Ẑ, correspondingly. The name of tropical
algebra is obtained from three words: (1) a numerical set, (2) an
operation, which corresponding to the sign plus and (3) an operation,
which corresponding to the sign times.
The algebras R64MaxPlus, R64MinPlus, R64MaxMin, R64MinMax ,
R64MaxMult, R64MinMult are de�ned for the numerical set R̂64.
RMaxPlus, RMinPlus, RMaxMin, R64MinMax, RMaxMult, RMinMult are
de�ned for the numerical set R̂.
ZMaxPlus, ZMinPlus, ZMaxMin, ZMinMax, ZMaxMult, ZMinMult are
de�ned for the numerical set Ẑ.



For example, for the algebra ZMaxPlus you can do the following
operations.

Example.

SPACE=ZMaxPlus[x, y];
a=2; b=9+x; c=a+b; d=a*b+y;
\print(c, d);
The results: c = x + 9; d = y + 2 ∗ x + 11.

For each algebra we de�ned elements 0 and 1, −∞ and ∞.
For each element a we de�ned the operation of closure: a×, i.e. the
amount of 1+ a+ a2 + a3 + .... For the classical algebras this operation is
equivalent to (1− a)−1, for |a| < 1.
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